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For a Zn-periodic function .fe L”[O, 2x1 (I <p < Z J there exists -I(p) > 0 such 
that .f’*(n) <n -’ + ’ “4~ ‘: p; ,f), where .[* is the nonincreasing rearrangement of 
the moduli of the sequence of Fourier coefficients { ),f(n)l ). This inequality accounts 
for virtually all “absolute convergence” theorems expressible in terms of Lebesgue 
or Lorentz sequence spaces. A similar inequality. with the (smaller) dyadic modulus 
of continuity holds for Walsh-Fourier coefftcients. 
These inequalities lead to extensions, for both trigonometric and Walsh-Fourier 
series of. the Wiener-Lozinski theorems, characterizing continuous functions of 
bounded p-variation (p < 2) in terms of the moduli of their Fourier coefficients. In 
turn these imply seemingly new estimates for the rate of convergence of Fourier 
series of functions in Lip(p-‘, p) which have slowly varying moduli of continuity. 
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1. INTR~DUCTL~N 
1.1. The trigonometric Fourier coefficients](n) offs L'[O, 27~1 can be 
regarded as the eigenvalues A,, of the normal kernel K(s, t) =f(t - s). Since 
the early investigations (Fredholm, Schmidt, Weyl, . ..) of eigenvalue 
asymptotics it has been traditional to list the eigenvalues of a kernel in the 
order of their decreasing absolute values. The eigenvalues A,(K) (and, more 
generally, the singular numbers s,(K)) of a HilberttSchmidt kernel, so 
ordered, can be shown [13] to be dominated, in the sense of a Lorentz 
sequence norm (see 2.5), in terms of the Lp modulus of continuity w of K, 
by nP 1 + ‘,Po(n ‘; p; K), provided 1 sp < 2. This result is sharp within the 
class of difference kernels f( r - s) (see [ 133 ); so it is perhaps unexpected 
that, for the decreasing rearrangement [f*(n)} of (If(n)1 ), there is even 
a direct inequality, 
f*(n)G4(p)n-‘+‘~“w(n ‘;p;f), for p<2. (1.2) 
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An immediate consequence is the aforementioned Lorentz norm inequality: 
[f fi > 0, y E R, q A p/( p - 1) arzd (I,, } is a slobv/v tlarying sequence (see 
2.2) then 
f I,,n’(,j‘“(n))~ 6 A i /,,n;‘-‘I %d’(n ‘; p:.f). (1.3) 
.2 .\ 
Remark 1.4. (i) Certainly, when p > 1 nothing so strong as ( 1.2) is 
valid with I%(n)1 on the left. For example, for the Weierstrass function 
W,(t) 1 x22v”cos2’t (O<a<l) (see Remark3.1.7) o(~‘;p; IV,,)= 
O(n -“) for 1 <p < X; whereas 2 @‘,(n j = ?I -’ for infinitely many II. 
(ii) Consequent to ( 1.2), an inequality like ( 1.3) will hold for any 
rearrangement-invariant Banach sequence space norm. Furthermore, ( 1.3 ) 
remains valid if.f*(n) is replaced by If(n)1 provided fi < q. This strengthens 
(1.3) if y>O. 
( 1.5). The method of proof of ( 1.2) stems from Stechkin’s proof (see [ 1, 
Vol. 2, p. 1551) of Szasz’s theorem (viz., that {K”%u(K’; 2;fJ E I, implies 
that .f~ I,). Stechkin’s method has also been adapted by Vilenkin and 
Rubinshtein [20] to prove versions of Szasz’s theorem and of Zygmund’s 
theorem (.f~ BV and x n ~ ‘w”‘( n ‘; x8; f) < rc, implies .f~ I, ) for Fourier- 
Vilenkin transforms. See also [14-161 for this context. For the Fourier- 
Walsh coefficients c,~ = c(n; f), the archetypal Vilenkin transform, we shall 
extend the first of these as (4.1.3), the Walsh analog of ( 1.2) in which 
however the (smaller) dyadic modulus of continuity oJ appears on the 
right. A corollary of this result is (4.2.2), the Walsh analog of (1.3). 
Since od behaves somewhat differently from o, the lower limits in the 
series appearing in Theorem 4.2.1 cannot be taken to be equal. However, 
the exact analog of (1.3) for Walsh coefficients is also valid, provided 
/I < q(y + 1). We prove it as Theorem 4.3.1. Here we use a different argu- 
ment that has its roots in Fine’s proof [6, p. 3951 of a special case. 
In several of our theorems we have taken pains to obtain inequalities 
that have variable limits in the series occurring in them. Such inequalities 
can provide substantially more information than ones with fixed limits. 
Consider, for example, Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose it is known that 
w(h;p;f)=O(h”\loghlh(log lloghl)‘, where b,c~[W and O<u<l. It 
follows easily from inequality (4.3.2) (see Remark 4.3.5 (iii)) that 
c*(n; .f) = O(n u-‘q(logn)h (log logn)‘). 
1.6. The Hardy-Littlewood method of “blending” Lipschitz spaces 
leads, via our theorems, to results for Walsh transforms that are allied to 
those proved in [13] for singular numbers of Hilbert-Schmidt kernels 
(hence for trigonometric Fourier coefficients as a special case). In order to 
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obtain by this method theorems with the least restrictive hypotheses we 
employ Onneweer’s [ 141 dyadic variation I’,,(.f) (2.13). It is smaller than 
the usual variation, yet is compatible with w,,(h; l;f), in that (see 
Lemma 2.13.1) rJ(,f’) < 8~ implies that co(,(h; I;.f’)= O(h), as in the 
familiar case [ 1, Vol. 1, p. 401. Accordingly, we obtain (Remark 5.1.4(iii )) 
a Walsh analog of Zygmund’s theorem mentioned in 1.5, in which I’<,(f) 
and to,,(n ‘; 8x ;,f’) now appear. 
1.7. In the same circle of ideas we prove also (Theorem 5.2.2) that iff 
is merely dyadically continuous and has finite dyadic p-variation for some 
p < 2 (see 2.13), then its rearranged Walsh coefficients are o(n ’ ). A similar 
proof works for trigonometric Fourier coefficients. 
1.8. An oft-quoted theorem of Fine [6, p. 3841 shows quantitatively 
that the discontinuities of the Walsh functions prevent the FourierrWalsh 
series of sufficiently smooth functions from converging too rapidly. Specili- 
tally, iffis absolutely continuous and c(n;S) = c)(n- ‘), thenfmust be con- 
stant. Coury [3, p. 161 offers an interesting variant of Fine’s theorem. He 
replaces the small o restriction on {c,,) by a structural property; viz., if j 
is absolutely continuous and {c,!) is completely monotonic, then f must be 
constant. Coury’s result can be improved. Any continuous function of finite 
dyadic variation for which c(n;.f) 10 must be constant (Theorem 5.3.1). 
1.9. The trigonometric Fourier coefficients of a function of finite variation 
satisfy f(k) = O(k-‘). Even if .f is continuous it need not be true that 
lim kf(k) = 0 for (kl + x [25, p. 1961. However, Wiener showed that for 
such a function the average (2n+ l))‘x’Y,, Ikf(k)l must approach 0 
(equivalently, C’Y,, jkf(k)l”=o(n) [25, p. 1081). The full elegance of these 
conditions lies in the, even older, result (Lukacs) that either is sufficient for 
the continuity of a periodic function of finite variation. (We disregard 
removable discontinuities.) [25, p. 60; 1, Vol. 1, p. 1231. Inequality (1.2) 
provides simple proofs of additional similar conditions (Corollary 5.4.11). 
In the present context perhaps the most interesting is that, for p < 2, a 
2rt-periodic function of finite p-variation is continuous if and only if 
f”(k) = o(k-‘) for some/every quasi-monotonic rearrangement .r” of Ifl. 
1.10. Except for a theorem of Morgenthaler (see 5.5). investigation of 
Wiener type theorems for Walsh coefficients seems to have been neglected 
in the literature. The methods employed in 5.4 carry over, in 5.5, to yield 
such theorems; although some of their enuciations are less direct because 
the possesion of finite dyadic variation does not confer upon a function 
freedom from discontinuities of the “second kind,” which must therefore by 
hypothesized away. Thus (Corollary 5.5.8), iffhas finite dyadic p-variation, 
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with p < 2 and possesses no discontinuities of the second kind (so that 
we may assume that J‘(X) =.f(.u+ ) at every point), then f is dyadically 
continuous if and only if x; (kc(li;f))‘= o(n). (I do not know whether 
xy (kc(k;f)l = o(n) is sufficient for dyadic continuity if p > 1.) 
1.11. An immediate consequence of the Wiener type theorems of 5.4 
and 5.5 is the uniform convergence of the trigonometric series of a con- 
tinuous function in Lip( p ~ ‘, p) if p < 2. A dyadic version, with the same 
proof, is valid for Walsh series (Theorem 5.6.1). 
Theorem 5.6.3 assesses the rapidity of convergence of partial sums of 
trigonometric/Walsh-Fourier series of functions of generalized bounded 
variation whose moduli of continuity are dominated by slowly varying 
functions (cf. Remark 5.6.4). In the trigonometric case it goes beyond 
previous theorems only in that its (weaker) estimates are valid for certain 
functions not embraced by those theorems (e.g., for a function described in 
5.7). On the other hand, for Walsh series I am not aware of any previous 
results of this genre. A specialization of Theorem 5.6.3 shows that if 
f has finite dyadic p-variation (p < 2) and if its dyadic modulus of 
continuity satisfies cam = 0( L(h- ’ )) for some slowly varying function L 
with L(t)+0 for I + CC, then If‘(r)-~:b:~(li;.f)~~(~)I <A[L(H)]‘~~“, 
uniformly for 0 < .Y < 1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Generic positive constants are denoted by .4. A sequence 
(a,,) E (a(n)} is quasi-monotonic if a,, >O and, for some IX, nP’a,,JO. If 
(a, ). is quasi-monotonic, x a,, < 8x implies that arr = o(n ’ ). (An 
unqualified x denotes an infinite sum with a fixed lower limit.) Further- 
more, if 6’> 1 and C,: a/, d Al,,, then a([&])<A’(,4,8, cr)~‘,I,,. For a,, 
and b,, positive, we write a ,, z b,, to mean that a,, = O(b,,) and b,, = O(a,,); 
and we write a,, c b,, if lim a,,/b,, = 1. 
2.2. A positive function L(t) defined and continuous for all large t is 
called slowly varying if, for each c > 0, L(cr) - L( I j for t + ITj. Commonly 
encountered slowly varying functions are sums of powers of iterated 
logarithms. A slowly varying sequence is one of the form I,, = L(n). 
LEMMA 2.2.1. [f L is slorvl~~ Llarying then 
(i ) If c is restricted to a compact subset of (0, 8~ ), lim L( ct)/L( t) = 1 
un@ormly w+th respect to c. 
(ii) [f E>O, lim t-‘L(t)=0 and lim FL(t)= x,. 
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(iii) Zf 6>0, x:‘;L(k)k”-‘-d~‘L.(n)n’ and c; L(k)k -c’-’ - 
6-‘L(n)rz-“. 
(iv) [f {a,, ) rS quasi-monotonic, then jtir 7 E Iw, A Cf,<‘, 2”‘: + ’ )L( 2”) 
cI(2’l) < x;,:,i+‘, n;L(n)a(n), and C~':,+'r7"L(n)a(n) d .4 x;, 2”‘?+ “L(2”)~1(2”), 
bvhere A depends sole!,? uporl L, y* and the “indes” r of .(a,, 1 (see 2.1 ). 
(v) For b>O. x; Z”“L(2”) 2 2”,‘L(2”). 
Proqf: See [13] for proofs of (i), (ii), (iii), and (v). With respect to (iv) 
suppose P(~I) A n-“a(n) is decreasing. Then by (i), x$“- ‘n;‘L(n)n’p(n) d 
A2”2”“L(2”)2”“~(2”). Sum this from k= hl to N to obtain the second 
inequality of (iv). The first inequality can be verified similarly. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Suppose (c,,} is a complex sequence with domain Z + or Z for 
which c,, + 0 as (I?( + ‘x. The decreasing ( = nonincreasing) rearrangement 
of { Ic,,J } is designated c* = {cZ~.;. If a,,. h,,, c,, are nonnegative with a,, 
increasing, b,, decreasing and (I,, + 0 (n + ,xX: ). then CT a,,~,, 2 2 7 u,,c,:, 
Cr- b,,c, <IX: b,,c,T. and C.c cR<x,G c,, (see [26. p. 1221). 
In the same vein, 0 d ,I,, <I!,, = o( 1) implies j.,T <p,T; in particular 
1.,, 2 pn = o( 1) implies 1: 2 /c,T. Similarly, 0 d i.,, = o(p,,) and p,, 10 imply 
that i,T = o(p,!). Somewhat deeper, if y ~0, i.,, = o(1). and L is slowly 
varying. then E.,T = o(n:L(n)) if and only if A,: =o(nyL(n)) for some/every 
quasi-monotonic rearrangement [1f ) of {i,, j [ 13, (2.12.6)]. 
By [lo, p. 1291, if 2 ck converges, then n ’ x.;; kcl, + 0. Finally. we 
recall Abel’s theorem [ 10, p. 2901: if cx- 3 0 and x ck is divergent. then 
x C,JS,, is divergent, where s,, = 2: ck. 
2.4, Proof of the following Hardy-Littlewood type inequality is in [ 13, 
(2.10.2) and (2.11.3)]. 
LEMMA 2.4.1. Suppose (a,, ) is quasi-monotonic, {I,, 1 is slon31y varying, 
p > 0, 0 < B < 1, and c < 1. Then there exists A, depending sole/], upon 
p. 8, c, (l,, ), and the index 2 of (a,, ). (see 2.1 ). .for lzlhich 
CG I,,K’(Cz a,)“<,4 anti,,,, l,,n”-‘a:. 
Remark 2.4.2. When p > 1, {a,,} can be any positive sequence, and the 
value 0 = 1 is admissible. 
LEMMA 2.4.3 (Cf. [ 13, Remark 2.3.41). g’a, B 0, L(t) is sfowf~~ writing, 
and 6 > CI 2 0 (where L(I) -+ 0 ii,hen CI = 0), then 1,: a, = o(n -“L(n)) if and 
onI)* if C; k”a, = o(n6 ’ L(n) ). The same is true with big 0 throughout. 
Proof Assuming t,, k x,: uk =o(n-“L(n)) we obtain, by Lemma 
2.2.l(iii), C;kdak=C~kd(f~-fk~~,)=t, -~>t,~+, +x; (k”-(k- 1)6)tkG 
A+~~o(k6-‘~ZL(k))=o(nd~z L(n)). See [ 13, (2.3.6)] for the converse. 
Q.E.D. 
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2.5. The Lorentz (quasi) norm of a complex sequence c = {c,’ t is 
defined by 
i 
II4 r.p & (z (n’ y)/Jn -’ ;.“” for j<#X 
llcllr.T. A sup(n”cf). 
(2.5.1) 
The members of the Lorentz sequence space I,, are characterized by the 
finiteness of this norm. Of course, a sum x ~?(f*(n))~, such as appears in 
( 1.3) can be associated with Il.fll f,,j, where 7 = b/r - 1. An advantage of the 
parameters displayed in (2.51) is that IIcII.,, is the natural limiting value 
of IlcI/ r,,J. More advantageous are the nesting properties I,, c lr,<, if fi d 6 
and I,,] c I,,,j whenever r <s. (See, [ 13, (2.7)]). In view of the fact that 
I,,= I,, these nesting properties indicate the way in which the Lorentz 
spaces refine the Lebesgue spaces. They would not be valid generally if c,T 
were replaced in (2.5.1) by Ic,,l; see [13, Remark (2.7.1)]. 
2.6. Suppose j’ is Zrc-periodic and, for 1 dp d x8, f E LPIO, 21~1. 
We write, for h > 0, Q(h; p;f) k {ji” If(t + h) -.f(t)l”dr}“’ when 
p<‘x’. R(h, ‘~~yj;f) + sup{lf(r+h)-f(r)1 :O<t62n), and w(h;p;J’) A 
sup{Q(lr’; p;.f’): O<h’dh). Then .f~ Lip(ir, p) iff w(h; p;f) = 0(/z’) 
and f~ lip(cc, p) iff o(h; p;f) = o(/z~). It is convenient to introduce 
‘r(h; p;J’) G k’ Y~o(h; p;f), where, throughout, q A p/(p - 1). An asterisk 
will denote a modulus; e.g., R*. based upon a second central difference. 
Always, o*(/z)<2w(h); while in some contexts o* may be effectively 
smaller than o. 
The estimates, for i, > 0, w(3.h; p;f) d (j. + l)w(k; p;f) and 
o*(J.k; p;f) 6 (i + 1 )‘w*(h; p;f) will prove particularly useful. For their 
verification see [Z, pp. 67, 761. 
2.7. The p-variation of a 2rr-periodic function f is defined, for p > 1 by 
L’(p;f)=sUp{~ If(fj)-f(ti~‘)l”)“P. where the supremum is with respect 
to all partitions of [0, 27~1. Plainly, iffe Lip(p-‘, CC ) then V(p; f) < 3~~. It 
is shown in [24, p. 2601 that Up; .f‘) < CC implies that fe Lip(p -‘; p) 
(though not conversely unless p = 1; see 5.7). Evidently, V(p’;f) < V(p;f) 
if p’ >p; and, less evidently, Lip( l/p, p) c Lip( l/p’, p’) [25, p. 296, no. 123 
(similarly for lip). As pointed out in [24, p. 2611, V(p; .f’) < x8 implies that 
both one-sided limits of .f exist at each t, E [w; i.e., f is a “regulated” 
function. (Indeed, were it true that, for right-sided approach to t,, 
limsup f’(t) - liminf f( t) = d> 0, then there would exist a sequence fk 1 I, 
for which f( tZ,’ + l ) -f( t?,,) > d/2: and this implies I’( p; .f) = ~cc. )
2.8. When f is 2rc-periodic and belongs to Lp[O, 2771, where 1 <p d cc’. 
then its trigonometric Fourier coefficients satisfy If(n)1 < Ao*(n ~ ‘; p; f)? 
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and this estimate is unimprovable (see Remark 1.4(i)). It follows (see 2.7) 
that for p > 1, l’( p; .f’) < ‘x implies that ,f(,i) = O(H ’ p). 
Remark 2.8.1. The last estimate likewise is sharp. (If p > 1 take CI =p ’ 
in W,,; see Remark 1.4( i ) and 2.7. If y = I consider the (discontinuous) 
function 4 for which d(n) = itz ’ (12 # 0) [25: p. 91.) The continuous exam- 
ple referred to in 1.9 is far more sophisticated. We record here a third con- 
dition due to Lozinski (see [ 1, Vol. 1, p. 21.51) which can serve in place of 
either of the two mentioned in 1.9 as necesary and sufficient for the con- 
tinuity of a function of finite l-variation; viz. x”+, If(k)1 = o(log n). 
Moreover, Golubov [7] showed that the same three conditions are 
necessary and sufficient for continuity, even for functions of finite 
p-variation, provided p < 2. 
2.9. Far more than we shall require concerning the Walsh functions t/j,, 
can be found in [6]; here we provide a summary of the needed facts. There 
is a modern exposition in [S, Chap. 14). 
Set e, A 2x- 1, where x = the characteristic function of [0, i). Suppose 
2’ dn < 2”“. If its binary representation is n = 2” + 2j’+ ...? with 
\l>p> ...30, then $,,(x) A 11/,(2’.~)~,(2~‘.u).... Each Ic/,, is right- 
continuous. Note that ~,,(2~“~‘)=~,(2-‘)11/,(2/‘~‘~‘)... =(-l)(l)... 
(l)= -1, if 2”<n<2”+‘. On the other hand, if k < 2’- ‘, then I/,(X) = I 
for 0 <.Y < 2 ~’ + ‘. In particular, $J2 “) = 1 if k < 2’ ‘. After augmenta- 
tion by Ic/O = 1, the Walsh system is complete. 
We shall unhesitatingly confound each .Y E [0, 1) with an element of the 
dyadic group. (Bijectivity fails on the dyadic rationals, but we shall 
ordinarily ignore this countable’ set, which has no effect on the Fourier 
analysis.) To define the group operation i-, express (Use the finite sum 
when there is ambiguity.) s = x:(- X, 2 -“. where s,. E (0, 1:; and set 
.Y i ~1 G C; Is, -!,,.I 2-“. It is readily seen [6, p. 3791 that (CI,J.x i J.) = 
Il/,,(~)ll/,,(~v) (characters), save for a countable set. We observe that if I is 
not an integral multiple of 2 -‘, then x,. = 0 if and only if the number of the 
form (odd) x 2 ~’ which is nearest to I is larger than s. 
2.10. For each l-periodic fg L’ [O. I ] and It E [w, J‘A fh = Jh./; where 
A,(X) A f(.u i h). This is a consequence of the fact [6, p. 3791 that (except 
for a countable set) the interval Z(k, II) A (x: k2-“<.x<(k+ 1)2--“) 
(0 <k < 2” - 1) is -i- translated into another of the same kind: 
I(k, n) i .Y= I(k*, rz). (I(0, n) is a subgroup, and the Z(k, n) are its cosets.) 
2.11. Dyadic continuity off‘at i means the existence of S(E, l) such that 
If(g i h)-f(t)1 <a when 0 <h < 6. If < is a dyadic rational, J‘ will be 
dyadically continuous at 4 if .f is right-continuous at t, because 
5 i h = { + h if h is sufficiently small. We define dyadic moduli of 
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continuity as in 2.6: For h > 0 and p < ‘CC, Qd(/z: p;J’) A lif/‘-.fllI,,~ 
and SZ,(h; ;c#;f) + sup I.fh-.f’l; thence w,(h; p;f)=sup{SZ,,(h’; p;J‘) : 
0 < Iz’ 6 h }. Evidently, .f is dyadically continuous everywhere if and only 
if f~,,(h;~z~;f)-+O as h+O+. Finally, ‘~‘,,(h; p;J‘) A h’ %o,(lz; p;.f‘). 
Lip,,(cr, p) and lip,(cr, p) are defined in the obvious way in terms of u,,. 
Regrettably, Q,~ does not enjoy the property o(M; p) < A~u(i.; p) 
possessed by w (cf. (2.6)). In fact, if ./’ is any Walsh polynomial (and, by 
(4.1.3), only then) there exists k,> 0 for which w,(h,; p;f) =O, while 
~1>,(2h,; p;,f’) >O. (The validity of this claim when,f= $?, follows as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.13.1 below, whence for other II/,, from their definition.) 
Fine [6, p. 3791 shows that w,,(h; zc;,f) < t~~(h; rx,;f) for 0 </I < 1: 
however, for p < zc no corresponding relation between o,,(/r; p; ,f‘) and 
o(h; p; J’) seems to be generally valid. Nevertheless, because .Y -i- 2 ’ = 
.Y + 2 ~’ on a set of measure i, and = .Y - 2 ~’ on its complement, it follows 
[6, p. 3831 that Q2,,(2-“; p;.f)62’%(2 ‘;p;.f’)62’PQ(2~‘:p;f). 
2.12. The Walsh-Fourier coefficients of a l-periodic real valued 
f~ L’[O, I] are c,, = c(n; f) s j; fi,,. (We henceforth assume reality of 
functions in connection with the Walsh theory.) Clearly, Ic(ir: ,f)l < l\f’ilL,, 
By 2.10 and 2.9, ~-(n;f~)=S:.f(.~ i h i h)ll/,,(.~ i h)n.~=S:,,r(s)lCI,,(.~) 
~,,(h)d.u=ICl,(k)c(n;f). Thus, if 2V6n<2’f’. by 2.9, c(~z:.~~~~~‘)= 
$,,(2P”-1)c(n;.f)= -c(n;f). Therefore, 12c(n;f)l = Ic(n;J‘-.fr~>+‘)I 6 
Ilf-.~~-~~~ll,~=n,,(2~“~‘; l:.f’). Hence, Ic(n;f’)l <$w,,(Z~” ‘; l;J’)< 
&j(f~ ‘; 1; f). Similarly, from the last inequality in 2.11 we conclude 
jc(n; .f‘)l < Ito,(n ‘; 1;J’) and Ic(n;J‘)l du(fz-‘, l:,f’). (2.121) 
2.13. A convenient dyadic version of the p-variation of a l-periodic 
real function is the following (cf. [ 14, Def. 41): Let C’(E;f) denote the 
oscillation of .f on a subset E of its domain, and recall I(& n) from 2.10. 
For p>O, V,(p;f) A sup{ [Err, (P(Z(k, n);.f))“]‘” : IIE.Z+ 1.. Evidently, 
V&f)< Up;f). 
LEMMA 2.13.1. rf pa 1 then o,(k-‘;p; f)d2’PkP’pb’C,(p;~f‘); hence, 
.fe Lip,(p -‘, p) t’.hen G’,( p; f) < ‘xx. However, [f p > 1, there esisrs 
gE LipcAp-‘, p).for which Vsr(p; g)= ,x. 
Proof: Qf;(h;p;f) = Z.,2”:~~,,,,,,If(x i h)-f(x)lPd.)c 6 2~“~~;~ 
esssup{If’(.u i h)-f(s)l”:.uEZ(k,n)~. Now if hEZ(O,n) and s~l(k.n) 
(a coset) then, by definition of i, s i hEZ(k, n); so Q,(h; p;fj < 
2-‘*‘PVd(p;.f). Accordingly, 0,(2~“;p;f)=sup(Q~,(h;p;f):h~Z(O,n))~~ 
2P”PVd(p;.f). Hence, if2”dk<2”+‘, theno,(k~~‘;p;f)~o,(Z-“p;f)d 
(2kP’)’ p V,(p;,f). The final assertion is justified in Remark 5.7.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.13.2. It may well be that V( p; g) = ,~j while Ysl( p; g) < x. 
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This is the case for g defined by g(.u) = ( - I ), when 2 Pn < .Y < 2 -‘+ ‘; then 
for p>O, V,(~;g)=2’+‘~. (Only the first two intervals of the partition 
contribute to the sum in C’,.) This function shows also that, in contrast to 
functions of finite p-variation, I’,( p; ,f’) < y_# does not entail the existence of 
lim f(.u) as s + 0’. 
2.14. Fine proved [6] that ~(k;f) = O(k ‘) if P’( 1; f) < z’. According 
to Lemma2.13.1 and (2.12.1), we have further Ic(k;f)l <A, VJ(p;f)k ‘p. 
3. REARRANGED TRIGONOMETRIC TRANSFORMS 
3.1. Suppose J‘E L”[O, 27~1 and is 2rc-periodic, where 1 <p < #cc and 
q G p/(p- 1). Let (f*(n))-: denote the decreasing rearrangement of 
(I.m)“71. 
THEOREM 3.1.1. There exists A = A(p) for w,hich (see 2.6) 
f*(n) d Aw*(n ~ ‘; p; f) = An %*(n ~ ‘: p; f) (f 1~~62. (3.1.2) 
Proof: The proof in [ 1, Vol. II, p. 1561 for the case p = 2 can be 
readily modified to show that for p > 0, A,, k 
ji’” IsinkkIPd/rarzP’ 
$ JG (sin t)” dt satisfies 
A, for Ikl 2~1. Assume, initially, that p > 1; so that 
the Hausdorff-Young inequality [26, p. 1011 asserts A(Q*(h; p; f))” 2 
1” 1. If(k) sin’ khlY. Integration with respect to h accordingly yields 
(see 2.3 ) 
n-‘(o*(m-‘; ~;f))~aA 
J 
9” (Q*(h; p;f))Ydh 
3 A IX-‘; I.f(k)l” Jo’ ” lsin kh124 dh 
>A c n-’ If(k)lY>An-’ 1 (f*(k))? (3.1.3) 
Ik’2n k 2 n 
Thanks to the last property in 2.6 this implies (3.1.2) via 2.1. 
When p = 1, 2.8 implies (3.1.2) directly (see 2.3). Q.E.D. 
The function g for which g(n) G InI --(‘-’ 4, with 0 <a < 1, satisfies, by 
[ll, Thm. 43, ‘r.*(n-‘; p; g) Q At*(n); so (3.1.2) is sharp. 
COROLLARY 3.1.4. ff L(n) is slowly aar)ing, 1 Gp d 2, y E R and 
0 < /3 < q then there exists A depending solel~~ upon p, 8, y, and L for which 
Zc,=,v L(n) Inl” If(n) A Z.,“=.v L(n)n’(w*(nP1; p; f 1)“. 
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Proof: With N replaced on the left by 4N, this inequality can be proved 
just as we shall prove its dyadic analog (4.2.3) (though in the proof of 
(4.2.3) the notation is less encumbered because the Walsh-Fourier coef- 
ficients are indexed from 0 to z). In the trigonometric case, that implies 
the asserted inequality by way of the subsequent elementary remark. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1.5. Suppose (p(n) > is a positive sequence for which 
p(vn)>Ap(n) for some VEZ+ and all Ritz+. Then ~.,“=,,,,,~(n)~ 
C:=.YP(~‘fi)2A z,:=(vc( (n). In particular, by the last paragraph of 2.6, if 
MEL”, then 1: L(n)rz’,r.B(n~L;p;fj~A~~~L(n)n”w,”(n-’;p;fj, where ,4 
depends solely upon 11, p, /3. y, and the slowly varying function L. 
Remark 3.1.6. When ;‘>O, Corollary 3.1.4 is a stronger result than 
(1.3) according to the first paragraph in 2.3. This is not quite obvious 
because of the L(n) term. (n’L(n) need not be monotonic.) However, it is 
a standard fact [ 13, Remark 2.4.31 that there always exists a slowly 
varying function A for which t;‘A(r) is increasing and A(t) - L(r); and 
evidently replacement of L by A in Corollary 3.1.4 or in (1.3) can be com- 
pensated by alteration of the discretionary constant A. 
Remark 3.1.7. Consider, for 0 < a < 1, the Weierstrass-Hardy function 
W (t) A CT- 2Pu’cos 2’t. We find that Cn+O 1~)’ II@Jn)lb=2x,” 2”(i’PUD), 
whereas x: n’( I@~(H))~ = CF ~~2--~~“. Thus when 7 > 0, Corollary 3.1.4, 
with L = 1, is properly stronger than (1.3) since, for I$JU, the left side of 
(1.3) converges for every function W,, while the left side of the inequality 
in Corollary 3.1.4 converges only if a > y//I. Furthermore, [25, p. 471 
o(h; p; W,)= O(P) for 1 bp< rrs,; so that L(n)n~(w*(n~‘; p; W,,))“= 
O(L(n)nTpB YPaB). This shows that the restriction /I < q in Corollary 3.1.4 
is obligatory, since for the function W, and the choice I’= afl the left side 
of the inequality diverges, but the right side converges if /I > q (consequent 
to Lemma 2.2.1 (ii)). 
Remark 3.1.8. Siddiqi [ 181 proved that, for 1 <p < 2, V(p; f) < X# 
implies f~ I, if /I > 1; whereas for p 2 2, V(p; f) < ‘XI implies f~ I, provided 
l/p < l/p + f. This theorem is a corollary of (3.1.2). In fact, if 
fe Lip(p-‘, p), then f*(n) = O(n-‘) if p < 2; surely, therefore, f* E 1, if 
/J>l. For the case p>,2, Lip(pP’,p)cLip(pPL,2); so by (3.1.2) 
(f*(# = qn-b71 2+ I:P) ). Of greater interest, these results will carry over 
in their entirety to to Walsh coefficients via (4.1.3). 
4. REARRANGED WALSH TRANSFORMS 
4.1. The principal result is the Walsh analog of Theorem 3.1.1. We 
employ the notation of 2.9-2.13. The functions considered are real valued 
409 16-b?-9 
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and l-periodic: most subsequent results extend trivially to complex 
functions. 
THEOREM 4.4.1. I f  1 6p < 2 and J’E Lp[O, I ] then its Walsh-Fourier 
coeJficients ck = c(k; ,f) satisjj 
; Ic,IY<A(p)~;(2k~‘; p;f); (4.1.2) 
hence 
c*(k;f)<A(p)w,(4k- ‘; p;J’). (4.1.3) 
Proof: When p = 1, \cd = 0,; so (4.1.3 ) is a consequence of (2.12.1) and 
2.3. If 1 <p d 2, then the Hausdoff-Young-Riesz theorem [26, p. 1021, 2.12 
and the definition of Sz, in 2.11 yield 
The definition in 2.9 shows that, when k > 2”, the restriction of the function 
f( 1 - l//J to the interval 0 < s < 2 ~ II ~ ’ is the characteristic function of a set 
of measure 2-“-l; so Si-” ~I,G,J?T)- lIy d.u= 2y-“- ‘. Accordingly, integra- 
tion of (4.1.4) results in 24P+‘x$ Ic,(Y<A2 “sup{SZY,(h):O<h<2 -“) 
= A2 Pn~g(2 -“). Thus, for 2” 6 k < 2”+ ‘, by 2.3. 
(4.1.5) 
from which (4.1.3) follows by 2.1. Q.E.D. 
4.2. The Lorentz norm inequality of the next theorem is the Walsh 
analog of inequality ( 1.3). 
THEOREM 4.2.1. If 1~~62, gELPIO, 11, ~EIW, /?E[W+, and L is a 
slowl~~ varying function, then there exists A, depending upon L, p, 7, p only, 
for which 
z L(n)n7(c*(n; f))P< A f  L(n)n”w~(n-I; p;f). 
k 
(4.2.2) 
With the additional proviso fi Q q, it also .follow that 
f L(n)n’ Ic(n; f)l “<A 2 L(n)nYwz(n-‘; p;f). (4.2.3) 
4k k 
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Remark 4.2.4. We note the following trivial complement to Remark 
3.1.5: Suppose A(n) is decreasing (quasi-monotonic would suffice) and 
VEZ+. Then C,: L(n)n’i(n)< A xc I(n)ni’A(vn). (Reason (when r=2): 
Let q(n) 2 L(n)n;‘E.(n). Then by Lemma 2.2.1(i), xt (p(2n+ 1) 6 
A C,‘- (p(2n). However, x$ q(n) = x; ~(2~2) + C,^ cp(2n + l).) 
ProoJ: Remark 4.2.4 (with A(n)= rr$(4n ‘; p;.f’)) and (4.1.3) entail 
(4.2.2) directly. Turning to (4.2.3) we define a(n) k {xz~ 1~~1”) “’ 
and observe, by (4.1.5), that ~~(2~“; p)>, Aa(2”). Further, since 
r-means increase with r [9, p.261, 0(2”+‘)> {c$:i- ’ Ic~J~)‘~> 
2’“‘IIII y- 1 /“{E$ 1 ICk, “1’ B Accordingly, by the first inequality of 
Lemmas 2.2.l(iv) and 2.2.1(i) we conclude that xj’>+, L(n)n”#~,(n -‘; p)> 
A 1; L(2”) 2 ~1~l+:~~~~01+I~~YWfll(2~r1~I;P) >, A 1.; ,,(2”) 2”‘1 +;‘-/iYj 
(y( 2” + 1 ) 3 A I,;=, L(2”)‘“7(~f::;-’ Ic,l”) 
Ic,lcl = A x3+, L(n)n; Ic,,I/;. For kd' 
2 A ~,:=,.~:f”=‘;-: L(k)k:‘ 
. choose N so that 2.V ’ d k < 2,‘; 
(4.2.3) follows by monotonicity of 1,‘. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2.5. The failure of the inequalities at the end of 2.6 for CO,, 
(see 2.11) prevents our attaining the same lower limits in the sums (4.2.2) 
nor in the sums (4.2.3). It goes without saying, however, that (4.1.3) implies 
the “limiting” versions of (4.2.2) which assert 
I,,n”~~,(rz ‘; p) = 0( 1 ) 3 I,,n’c,T = 0( 1 ) 
I,rnJM.C,(n ‘; p) = o( 1 ) * /,,n”c,T = o( 1 ). 
and 
(4.2.6) 
where {ln} is slowly varying and 6 E iw. 
4.3. I do not know whether (4.1.3) is valid when uld is replaced by rt’. 
Notwithstanding, its corollary, (4.2.2) when so modified. is restrictedly 
valid, although the proof is different. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. Suppose 16~62 and f~L~[0, 11. If YE [w, d > l/q, 
0 < fl< q(y + 1 ), and L is slowly oarying, then there exists A, depending upon 
L, /?, y, p alone, for rvhich 
~L(n)n’.(c*(n;f))B<A~L(n)n7r~~c(n~’:p;~f), (4.3.2) 
.v .Y 
and there exists A, depending upon L, 6, p alone, .for bvhich 
sup{L(n)n’c: :n> N) d A sup{L(n)n%~(n~‘; p) : n> N),. (4.3.3) 
Proof: For both (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) the case p= 1 is subsumed in the 
estimates of 2.12. Turning to the range 1 < p < 2 we set h = 2 n ’ in (4.1.4) 
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and recall the equality of 2.9 and 2.11 to obtain x$“P’ Ic,Jy6 
Ao4(2--np’; p). From this, the monotonicity of rz, (2.3), Lemma 2.2.l(iv) 
together with 2.6. and Remark 3.1.7 we obtain 2ZV(~*(2.V+ I))” 6 
~;z+‘-‘(ck*)c/ 6 cz”(c:)y d C$, /(.klY = c;=,vc;::+‘-’ ICklY 6 
.4 c; d(2~“~ ‘; p) d A ~;vkk’tOqjk-‘; p) = A XT,, ~P(k-l; p) 6 
A CC +z lP(k ‘; p), whence (~*(2.“+‘))~<.42~ “P’x,i+I IP(K’; p). The 
monotonicity of c* therefore ensures that 
(d)~An~‘i:,1.Y(k~‘;p) for HE.??+. (4.3.4) 
Since we are assuming that 7 -/l/q > - 1 we can apply Lemma 2.4.1 
to conclude from (4.3.4) that 1,: L(~)Iz;‘(~,T)~ 6 A 1,: L(H)~;‘-~~ 
{X,7 @(k-‘; p)p d A q&, L(n)r~‘~” Y[nr~lY(n -‘; P)]“‘~. This proves 
(4.3.2), in light of Remark 3.1.5. 
To verify (4.3.3) we let M, G sup{l(n)n”‘~(n~‘; p) : II 2 N}, which 
we may assume to be finite. Then by (4.3.4) and Lemma 2.2.1 (iii) we 
conclude that (All suprema are constrained by n>N.) sup L(n)n”cz 6 
A sup L(n)&‘:q(~,~ ,rgY(k-‘; p))‘:” < A sup &++‘:q(~,: M$P(k) 
k--iiq)‘;q < AM,%,sup L(n)& ‘.4(,Y~(,)~P’q+‘)“y = AM,&,sup 1, which 
justifies (4.3.3). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.3.5. (i) The following inferences are Corollaries of (4.3.3): 
(a) ~l’(n~‘;p;f)=O(rz~‘L(n)) implies c*(n;f)=O(n~“L(n)). 
(b) r~(n~‘; ~;f)=o(n~“L(~)) implies c*(n;f)=o(n~“L(n)). 
(ii) In some cases, (4.3.2) will be as effective as the more tidy 
inequality (3.1.2). For example, suppose o( h: p; f) 6 MPA( h ~ ’ ), where 
a > 0 and JI is slowly varying. Then in (4.3.2) choose L = I, 7 =0, 
and /? such that /3/q< 1 </?(a+ l/q); so that by Lemma 2.2.l(iii), 
x,7 (c;)~ < -4 1; km8” Y+“‘As(k) 6 An ‘-B’u+‘~Y’~B(n). Thus by 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.2.1(i), c,* d An- ‘z+“y’n(n). (This could, of course, be obtained 
more economically from (4.3.3) or (4.3.4)) 
Similarly, suppose that o,(k; p;f) < Ah”d(h -I), and that Ic(n;f)l is 
quasi-monotonic. Then by virtually the same reasoning, but based upon 
(4.2.3) (in which we now may choose p=q) we obtain c(4n) = 
O(K“‘+ ““‘/I(n)). Thus, by quasi-monotonicity and Lemma 2.2.1 (i), 
c(n) = O(n-‘“+ “Y’A(fl)). 
(iii) Because the sums in (4.3.2) have variable lower limits, we can 
invoke 2.1 and Remark 3.1.5 to deduce an adjunct to (4.3.4); viz., 
(c*)fl<An-‘~= d(k ‘; p) for 0 </I ,< q. (We could also include L(n)n’ 
falters if fi < q( ;: + 1). ) 
(iv) The significance of the restriction p < q(y + I) in Theorem 4.3.1 
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is better understood in terms of the Lorentz space parameters r, /I (see 2.5). 
Since ;‘= b/r - 1, the requirement is that r < q. Values of r > 2 are of no 
interest in our theorems (They are subsumed in Besel’s inequality, as is 
even r = 2 when I(J = 2); and since q z 2, the only significant parameter 
values excluded by the restriction fi < q(y + 1) are r =p = 2, /I < 2. It is 
hardly surprising that the situation is more subtle for these parameter 
values associated with the Carleman singularity. In the stringent form con- 
ferred upon it by de Leeuw, Kahane, and Katznelson [4], this notion 
means that for each .f~ L’[O, l] there exists a l-periodic, dyadically con- 
tinuous function g for which Ic(n;f)l < lc(n; g)l. (It is not asserted that g 
is continuous in the usual sense.) In particular, if .f is stipulated by 
c(n;f‘) s (II logn)-’ ’ (loglogn)-’ for II> 1, then {c(n; g)‘, $12.a unless 
/I > 2. This provides a strengthened (Lorentz) version of what is usually 
called a Carleman singularity (see [25, p. 200, (4.11)] and [ 1, Vol. 1, 
p. 33611.) 
5. COMPLEMENTS AND COROLLARIES 
5.1. The HardyyLittlewood convexity relations for Lip(a, p) spaces, as 
they have been extended in [13, (4.2)] give rise to theorems that place 
bounds on the Lorentz norms of singular sequences of Hilbert-Schmidt 
kernels and, by their application to difference kernels, produce seemingly 
new estimates for rearranged trigonometric coefficients. The use of these 
convexity relations in conjunction with Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.3.1 leads to 
two versions of similar estimates for rearranged Walsh coefficients. We 
need only observe that the proof of the basic result (see [ 13, (4.2.2)]) is 
valid for the dyadic modulus \t’,, as well as for \i’. In the notation of defini- 
tion (2.5.1 ) it reads 
where ldp,<p<pZ6~, v]>O, O>O, )1+0=1, q/p,+tI/~~=l/p, 
t\/r, +8/r, = l/r, and v//?~ +0/p, = l/p. Relying upon (4.2.2) one can 
deduce from (5.1.1) the following corollary, as in [ 13, Proof of 
Theorem 4.3.11 (where the hypotheses should include 1> - 1). 
COROLLARY 5.1.2. Suppose that I.> -1, K>O, 1 bu<2<pga. Ij’ 
fE Lip(,(u-‘, u) and 1 n”$(nP’; p;f) < ,x, fhen x ~z’(c*(n;f))~ < z, 
w,here 6 G ($ - l/p)/( l/u - i), /3 k K + SK, and y A i. + 6~ In parficufar 
(take u= 1, p= x8, I= -p/2; hence 6= 1, ~=p/2, y=O), 
if V,(l;f)<x~ and ~nnBo~‘Z(n~‘;x’;f)<~, then {c(n;f)l~I~. 
(5.1.3) 
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Remark 51.4. (i) We may replace the hypothesis j‘~ Lip,,(u- ‘, U) by 
C’<,(u;f)<‘r, (Lemma2.13.1). 
(ii) By the more general results of [ 131 (cf. Remark 4.3.5 there) we 
can reline Corollary 5. I .2 by hypothesizing that C I,‘n”“$(n ‘; p; .f’) < X, 
and then concluding that 2 /:?“‘+“’ II (c*(n:f’))B< X, provided {I,,: is a ; 
slowly varying sequence. 
(iii) In light of 2.14 values of b> 1 in (51.3) are of no interest. The 
case B = 1 of (5.1.3) is the Walsh analog of a theorem of Zygmund for finite 
trigonometric transforms (cf. [ 14, Cor. 31). It is rigidly unimprovable; 
compare [ 13, Remark 4.4.21. 
(iv) If either 7 6 0 or /I d 2 the conclusion of Corollary 5.1.2 is valid 
with c,T replaced by Ic,,I. This is so when y < 0 by 2.3. When /Id 2 it is so 
because (4.2.3) can be employed for the proof (see [ 13, (4.3)]) in lieu of 
(4.2.2). 
(v) Corollary 5.1.2 remains valid if ‘t’,, is replaced by I”, V(, by l’, 
and Lip, by Lip provided K < 20. + 1) 
The proof is similar but now rests upon (4.3.2). 
5.2. The blending of Lipschitz conditions can also be employed, just as 
in [ 13, Proof of Theorem 4.5.1 J, to deduce the next two theorems from 
(4.3.3) and (4.2.6), respectively. (The case p = 2 is utilized.) 
THEOREM 5.2.1. [f-f is l-periodic, continuous, and helo& to Lip(u- ‘, u), 
where 1 du<2, then c*(n;f)=o(n-‘); hence c”(n;,f)=~(n~‘) (as in 2.3). 
THEOREM 52.2. [f .f is l-periodic, d~~adical~~ continuous, and 
f‘~Lip,(~‘, u), li,here 1 <u<2, then c*(n;f’)=o(r~~‘); hence c#(n;f‘)= 
o(n-‘). 
Remark 5.2.3. The conclusion of Theorem 5.2.1 or of Theorem 5.2.2 
cannot be strengthened to assert that c,, = o(n-‘). In fact, unlike the 
situation for trigonometric Fourier series (where an example (see 1.9 and 
[25, p. 2091) of a continuous function g of finite variation for which 
g(ir) # o(n-‘) is rather difficult to come by) ezler)’ nonconstant absolutely 
continuous, l-periodic function f fails to satisfy c(n; f) = o( n ’ ). This result 
is due to Fine [6, p. 3841. 
5.3. Related to Fine’s theorem of Remark 5.2.3 is a result of Coury [3] 
asserting that if, for a continuous function .f; c(n; .f) JO and nc(n; .f) + 0, 
then f is constant. Since wd(h; #x8; f) < w(h; x8, .f) (see 2.11), we may infer 
the following corollary of Theorem 5.2.2. 
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THEOREM 5.3.1. Suppose J’ is l-periodic and continuous rvith c(n; f ) 10. 
!L also, .fE Lip,Ap ~ ‘, PI .f or some p < 2, then f must he constant. 
Remark 5.3.2. This theorem relaxes appreciably the hypotheses of [3. 
Corollary 71 which asserts that if J‘ is absolutely continuous and {c(n; .f) ). 
is completely monotonic (i.e., its successive differences are of alternating 
sign), then ,f is constant. 
5.4. Brief proofs of Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 can also be given on the 
basis of our current results, e.g., Il./, -flit: d o;(h; u) &“(h; x8) = o(h); 
so by (4.1.3), c,T=o(n-‘,2~d(4n~‘;2))=n~‘,‘o(n~”), which proves 
Theorem 5.2.2. This simple demonstration serves as the basis for proofs 
of extensions of Wiener’s theorem (see 1.9 and Remark 2.8.1) for both 
trigonometric and Walsh-Fourier coefficients. We begin with the trigono- 
metric case. 
THEOREM 5.4.1. Suppose .f’ is Zrr-periodic, continuous, and belongs to 
Lip(u-‘,u) with l<u<2 (thus 2<u/(u-1)). [f 2<q<u/(u-1) and 
b>q- 1, then 
&, WI” I.~W)IY=4n”+‘~Y). 
.t 
(5.4.2 I 
Apropos ?f (5.4.2), for an)’ positive sequence { 1, i and q > 1, 
x Ikl”E.;=o(n”+‘-4 ) $or ever!* (some) 6 > q - 1 
lkl sn 
if(on/vif‘) 1 l;l.=o(nlmY). (5.4.3 ) 
ItI 2 ,r 
Proof Let p=q/(q- l), so that u<p<2. Then jf” If(t+h)--f(t)lpdt 
<or-“(h; ~x;f)o”(h; u;f)=o(l)O(k). Thus w”(h; p;.f)=o(h). So by 
(3.1.3), &la,n If(k)lY<oy(np’; ~;f)=o(n’~~). By Lemma2.4.3 (with 
L(t) = 1) this is equivalent to (5.4.2) and (5.4.3) is also valid. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.4.4. Inequality (5.4.2) fails to hold when u >, 2 for the Har- 
dy-Littlewood function cpX with z = II-’ [25, p. 1971. In fact, its coefficients 
satisfy l@,(k)1 =k-‘?-I” (k>O); so that CIklG,, Ikl” (4,(k)lYz 
n ‘+I Py” I’+’ “. Nevertheless, [25, p. 1993 for 0 <a < 1, cpz belongs to 
Lip(a, ‘x# j; hence, by 2.7 it has finite u-variation and belongs to Lip( u ‘, u). 
COROLLARY 5.4.5. Suppose ,f is 2z-periodic, continuous, and helongs to 
Lip(u-‘, u) with 1 < u < 2. Let f’ be any quasi-monotonic rearrangement 
sf IfI. Then 
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(a) For Y > $, I& <,I Ikl:’ I.f(k)l = o(Pz~); 
(b) For 6> 1, ~,k,~,,IkldI,f(k)l~=~(n”~‘); 
(cl &an If(k)I’=o(d); 
(d) ,r”(k)=o(k-‘); 
(e) Zlrlclr f(k)1 = o(log n). 
ProoJ: The value q = 2 in Theorem 54.1 produces (b) and (c). Since 
r-means increase with r, (b) implies (a). By 2.3, x:,+,(f*(k))* < 
&~,, Ip(k) so (c)implies (d) by virtue of 2.1 and 2.3. In turn, (d) 
implies (e) because, obviously, Elk, Gn [f(k)/ 6 CT” + ‘.j‘*(k). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.4.6. Suppose f is 2rt-periodic and belongs to L’[O, 27r]. 
Then each of the conditions (a)-(e) of Corollar). 5.4.5 implies that f has no 
simple jump discontinuities. 
Proof As mentioned in 1.9, (e) precludes jumps (by virtue of Lukacs’ 
theorem [25, p. 601). The proof of Corollary 5.4.5 shows that each 
condition (b), (c), (d) implies (e). So does condition (a); for, with 
A xzk“ If(k we obtain C; I.j‘(k)/ =x’,‘k-;‘(s,--s,_,)=s, +n-:‘s,,+ 
;;-I s,(,-.: k s-( +l)-:‘)=0(1)+C;~‘o(k~‘)=o(logn) (and x”,, can 
be estimated similarly). Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.4.7. Although this standard argument establishes Proposi- 
tion 5.4.6 it seems worthwhile to deduce directly (i.e., without intervention 
of Lukacs’ theorem) from Wiener’s basic condition C”,z k’ If(k)/’ = o(n) 
(or, more generally, from conditin (b)) that f can have no jumps. 
By Lemma 2.4.3 (with L(t) = 1) (b) is equivalent to (c). Suppose that 
there exists t, for which both one-sided limits exist and satisfy 
If(tc)-f(t;)I A s>O. Then, for n sufficiently large, If(t+2p’z)-f(t)l b 
s/3 for t,-22”<t<t,. Accordingly, s22(2-“;2;f)bS:~~,~.If(t+2-“)- 
f(t)l’dt32p’zs’,‘9. H owever, this contradicts the following inequality (a 
consequence of Parseval’s equality and (c)): 52*(2-“; 2; f) <A x: ~- If(k) 
sin 2;“k1* < A2-“” z,k,<2” Ikf(k)l* + A &Z2n /f(k)lz = A2-*” z;=, 
C;;;& Ikf(k)l* + 0(2-“) d A2-‘” xf=, 2*” (C;;,=,,+, If(k) + 
0(2-“) = ‘42-*“~:‘=, 22vo(2~“)+o(2-“) = A2pz”o(~;z, 2”)+o(zp”)= 
o(2 -‘,). 
Remark 5.4.8. An obvious augmentation of the last inequality proves 
that (b) implies that fglip(f, 2)clip(p-‘, p) if pb2 (see 2.7). On the 
other hand, the preceding argument shows that a function which belongs 
to lip(p ~ ‘, p) for some p > 1 cannot have simple jumps. 
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Remark 5.4.9. By 2.3 the “limiting” version, 6 = 1, of condition (b) in 
Proposition 5.4.6; viz., x:T’, Ikl If(k < xi, implies (b) (with S = 2), hence 
implies that fis free of jumps. However, the converse is invalid; for (cf. with 
Corollary 5.4.5) even an absolutely continuous function g need not satisfy 
x lk( I&k)l’< 3~~. Reason: Reference [25, p. 183, Proof of Thm. (1.5)] 
shows that, when Ii., 1 is a convex null sequence, CT k ‘Ak sin kt con- 
verges uniformly on [IO, 27r] and its sum g(t) is absolutely continuous. 
Clearly, z:Y .~ Ikl Ig(k)l’= xp k-‘Ii diverges for suitable I,. 
Remark 5.4.10. The conditions (a)-(e) of Proposition 5.4.6 do not 
imply that f is continuous (even though we disregard removable discon- 
tinuities), nor does even the convergence of C Ikl If(k (cf. Remark 5.4.9). 
For example, a function g for which g(k)= (Ikl log lkl)-’ for Ikl 32 is 
unbounded. (Its Fourier series diverges to ‘X at r = 0; so, since g(k) > 0, its 
(C, I ) means cr,l + ^x. at 0. Thus [25, p. 891 g cnnot be bounded.) Inciden- 
tally, since the conjugate series is absolutely continuous (Remark 5.4.9) 
continuity off cannot be characterized in terms of the moduli I,f(k)l alone. 
When we restrict our consideration to a suitable subclass of Lip(u- ‘, U) 
we can obtain a digest of the theorems of this section that is perhaps more 
gratifying than their individual assertions, and contains a mild extension of 
the Wiener-Lozinski-Golubov results. (See Remark 2.8.1. ) 
COROLLARY 5.4.11. When 1 < p < 2, a function of finite p-sariation is 
continuous if and only ifan~’ one qf the conditions (a)-(e) qf Corollary 5.4.5 
obtains. The restriction p < 2 is mandator)*. 
5.5. To facilitate comparison of the Walsh-associated theorems of this 
section with the results of 5.4 we recall that w,(h; 5) < o(h; ‘x), that 
Vd(p) 6 V(p), and Remark 2.13.2. Dyadic continuity is discussed in 2.11. 
Morgenthaler proved [12, p. 4761 that xy k Ic(k; f )I = o(n) holds if f is 
l-periodic and absolutely continuous on [0, 11. This can be extended. 
THEOREM 5.5.1. Suppose that f is l-periodic, dyadically continuous, and 
fELip,(u-‘,u) with 1<14<2. If 2<q<zc/(u-1) and 6>q- 1, then 
x;k” Ic(k; f)lq=o(n”+ I-4). 
ProoJ As in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1, 11 fh -fll 5 < wdp- “(h; x; f) 
w;(/I; U; f)=o(h); so of;(h; p; f)=o(h). Thus, by (4.1.2), x.k” Ic(j;f)lq= 
o(kp4:P); and the result follows from Lemma 2.4.3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.5.2. Suppose f is l-periodic, dyadicaliy continuous, and 
.fE LipAu-‘, u ) with u < 2. Then 
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(a) For 7 > 6, xy k;’ Ic(k;,f’)l = o(n;); 
(b) For d > 1, x; k”(c(k;f))‘=o(n” ‘); 
(c) 2,; (c(k;,f))‘=o(n ~~I); 
(d) c*(li;.f’)=o(k-‘); 
(e) C;j Ic(k;,f‘)l = o(log n). 
Proof: The proof is the same as that of Corollary 54.5. 
Remurk 5.5.3. Convergence of x k( c(k; .f’))’ implies (a)-(e) of 
Corollary 5.5.2 (cf. Remark 5.4.9). The Walsh functions themselves satisfy 
the conditions (a)-(e) of Corollary 5.5.2, yet (except for tjoj each has jump 
discontinuities; so in the Walsh case we can prove only a constrained 
version of Proposition 5.4.6 (cf. Remark 5.4.7). 
THEOREM 5.5.4. Suppose .f is l-periodic and belongs to L’[O, 11. !f .for 
some 6> 1. 27 k”(c(k;f))‘=o(n”-‘) then no djudic irrational number 5 
can be a simple jump discontinuit), qff 
Prooj: If { were a jump point off then s L ]f’(< + ) -,f (t )I > 0. Conse- 
quently, there would exist b > 0 such that If(Y) -J’(?s”)l > s/3 for all x’, I” 
that satisfy 4 - b d x < r < .v” d < + 6. Since 5 is not a dyadic rational, for 
each v E Z + there exists precisely one k = k, for which 0 <k < 2’ - 1 and 
k2 -’ < 5 < (k + 1)2 ‘. Consideration of successively finer dyadic partitions 
verities that there exist arbitrarily large values of v such that the point of 
the partition (k2 ~‘:O<k<2”~‘) which is nearest to s’ corresponds to an 
odd value R = I;;, ~ ; and we may assume that 2 ’ < d. 
There are now two cases: < < k2 -’ or < > R2 -‘. If r < k2 -’ and s 
satisfies (k - 1)2 ’ < x d R2 ~’ then (see the last sentence of (2.9) x,, = 0; 
hence s i 2 ~’ = x + 2 ‘. Thus, when (IQ - 1 )2 ’ < .Y < 2 (i.e., for all .Y in 
an interval whose length is between 2 -‘- ’ and 2 --‘), then 5 <Y i 2 -’ < 
5 + d. Therefore, I,f(x i- 2-‘) -,f(x)I’>s’/9 on an interval of length 
exceeding 2 ~’ ~ ‘. Accordingly, 
j’ I.f’(x i- 2-“)-J’(x)l” d,>$$ 
0 
On the other hand, in the second case (5 > k2-‘), we consider instead 
those s that satisfy < <.Y < (Is + 1)2-’ (thus, for which x,, = 1; so that 
.Y i 2 -’ = x - 2 “). All s in that interval (whose length exceeds 2 ’ ’ ) 
satisfy t - 6 < .Y i 2 -‘< i; so that the same inequality holds for the 
integral. We can now repeat the entire argument to obtain a strictly 
increasing sequence of values of v, for each of which the inequality holds. 
To reach the desired contradiction we employ Parseval’s equality, the 
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fact (2.9) that r,Gk(2--‘)= 1 when k<2” ‘, and (by Lemma 2.4.3) the 
consequence x,: cf = o(n ‘) of our hypothesis, to conclude that 
J‘; I,f(x i 2p')-.f(.u)l'ds~=~:,'- c;(l -$k(2P”))‘<4x;m, c;=o(2 -“). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 55.5 (Cf. Remark 54.8). The latter portion of the proof of 
Theorem 5.5.4 shows that its hypothesis implies that .fE lip,( f, 2), while the 
earlier part of the proof shows that iffE lip,(p- ‘, p) for some p b 1, then 
no jump of .f’ can occur at a dyadic irrational number. (I do not know 
whether lip,( $, 2) c lip,( p ‘, p) when p > 2.) 
Remark 5.5.6. The Walsh-Fourier series of a bounded l-periodic func- 
tion has uniformly bounded (C, 1) means [ 12. p. 4871; so the function 
he L’ for which c(n; 11) G (IZ log n))’ (n > 2) is not essentially bounded 
even though c(n; 11) satisfies the condition of Remark 5.5.3. Of course, 
C’,,( p; h) = z, for all p. 
We recall (Remark 2.13.2) that there exists a l-periodic function g of 
finite dyadic l-variation for which the right limit fails to exist at 0. 
Manifestly, that example could be modified so that such a discontinuity 
occurs at any specified dyadic rational. Since dichotomous behavior 
relative to the rationals and the irrationals is common within classes of 
functions on the Walsh group (e.g., Theorem 5.5.4) we enquire whether 
finite dyadic p-variation precludes such discontinuities at dyadic irrationals. 
It does not. 
Suppose <E (0. 1) and 5 is not a dyadic rational. We shall describe a 
function g on [0, I] for which V,,( 1; g) < ,K and lim g(.u) does not exist for 
.v+~+. Choose a sequence of dyadic rationals ci,, 15 such that Cr,= 1. 
ti, = (odd integer ) x 2 \‘I. d, , - d, decreases, l’k > \tk , , and 0 < dk - < < 
2 -‘I. (Consideration of successively refined dyadic partitions makes it 
evident that such a sequence exists.) Set g(.u) = 0 if s < 5, while g(.u) = 
( - 1)’ if d,: d .X < d,: , For a specified tz E L + consider the paving of [0, 1) 
with the intervals I(j, n) (defined in 2.10). Let K = ti(jz) be the smallest value 
of k for which \fh- > n. Hence, for k < ti - 1, d, = integer x 2 L’A =
integer x 2” - VI x2 -“=integerx2-‘I. Therefore, no I( j, n) that lies to the 
right of d, ~, straddles any dkk; so the oscillation I’( I( j, n); g) = 0 for all 
such intervals of the paving. On the other hand, d, - < 6 2 rh < 2 -‘!; so 
that [<, d,) intersects at most two of the I( j, n). Finally, since g is constant 
on [d,, d, ~, ), among the several I(j, n) that may meet [d,, d, ~, ), only 
the leftmost one can contain a jump of g (d, ~, is the right endpoint of the 
rightmost one). We conclude that Vd(p: g) d (3.2”)’ “. 
Remark 55.7. It is easy to verify directly for the function g of Remark 
2.13.2 that Ic(k; g)l = 2 -’ for 2”< kc2”“. Thus the hypothesis of 
Theorem 5.5.4 does not hold. I do not know whether a l-periodic function 
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f of finite dyadic l-variation can satisfy xy k’(c(k, .f))’ = o(n), yet fail to 
have both one-sided limits at some point. (Though one might surmise that 
a counterexample could be obtained by modifying g, of Remark 2.13.2, to 
be equal to 0 over increasingly long stretches of dyadic intervals near the 
origin, this is not so; because of the Paley ordering of the Walsh functions 
there still results x; k Ickl z n.) 
In light of these observations the following corollary of the results of this 
section must substitute for the more comprehensive form of Wiener’s 
trigonometric theorem in Corollary 5.4.11. 
COROLLARY 55.8. Within the class sf l-periodic functions in 
Lip& ~ ‘, p) (p < 2) which are regulated (2.7) and normalized at each point 
bjq f’( .Y) = f ( .Y + ), the follo\r~ing are equiualen t: 
(a) For some/ever?, 6 > 1, x:f k”(c(k;f))’ = o(n”- ‘). 
(b) fE lip,($, 2). 
(c) f is dyadically continuous. If p = 1, a further equivalent condition is: 
(d) For some/ever~~ ;‘> 4, x’,‘k;’ Ic(k; f )I = o(n;‘). 
Proof: The equivalence of (a), (b), (c) follows from Corollary 55.2, 
Remark 5.5.5, and the fact (2.11) that a function which is right-continuous 
at a dyadic rational is dyadically continuous there. Since r-means increase 
with r, (a) implies (d) (without the assumption p = 1). If p = 1, by 2.14, 
c(k; f) = O(k- ‘); so if (d) holds for some ;’ > 0, we may let 6 = 1 + 7 to 
obtain C; k”c: < A x”’ k” ~ ‘ck = o(n” ’ ). which is (a). Q.E.D. 
5.6. Corollaries 5.4.5 and 5.5.2 lead to theorems which guarantee the 
uniform convergence of Walsh as well as trigonometric Fourier series. 
Specifically, for Walsh series, according to Corollary 5.5.2 if f is l-periodic. 
dyadically continuous, and belongs to Lip,(p- ‘, p), with p < 2, then 
(n + l)-’ C;f k Ic(k;f’)l -+ 0. This average is the difference between the nth 
partial sum and the (C, 1) mean of xc Ic(k; f )I and dominates the 
uniform norm Ilo,(n; f) - s,(n; ,f )ll. ( CJ~ and s,, denote the (C, 1) and the 
ordinary partial sums of 1 cktik.) On the other hand, by the Walsh analog 
of Fejlr’s theorem, Ila,(n; .f) -.f jl -+ 0 if f is l-periodic and dyadically con- 
tinuous. (See [6, p. 3981; though Fine states the theorem for continuous 
function’s his proof utilizes only their dyadic continuity.) Accordingly, we 
obtain: 
THEOREM 5.6.1. [f f is l-periodic, ~vadicall~~ continuous and belongs to 
LipAp-‘; p) with 1 < p < 2, then its Walsh series converges uniform[~~ 
on [0, 11. 
Remark 5.6.2. (i) The trigonometric analog of Theorem 5.6.1 is, of 
course, valid for continuous functions in Lip(p- ‘, p) and supplements 
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theorems of HardyyLittlewood [S, Thms. 7 and 1] which assert that when 
J’E Lip(cc, p), with 1 d c(’ ’ <p < x’, then its trigonometric Fourier series is 
uniformly convergent, while if fE Lip( p - ‘, p) then the series converges at 
each point where it is summabie by some Cesaro means. It also overlaps 
with, but is not a consequence of, a very general theorem of Waterman 
[21] asserting that a continuous 2rc-periodic function f possesses a 
uniformly convergent trigonometric Fourier series providedf has finite har- 
monic variation; i.e., provided there exists A4 such that, for every sequence 
of disjoint open intervals (!xX, /?,,), x n--’ If(/?,) -.f(~,~)l 6 M. (More 
generally, “finite A-variation” means that x 2,; ’ If(b,) -f(a,,)l d M, where 
A = {A,, f is nondecreasing and x /I,; ’ = x8; while, in the definition of “finite 
~f>utlic A-variation”, each [a,,, /I,,) is further restricted to be a coset I(k, m), 
as in 2.10.) We postpone to 5.7 the description of the counterexample, 
which also serves to verify that Theorem 5.6.1 is not included in theorems 
of Onneweer and Waterman based upon dyadic @-variation or dyadic 
A-variation. See [ 16, Sect. 3 and Thm. 41 for definitions, the relevant 
relationship between @-variation and harmonic variation, and further 
references. 
(ii) The uniform convergence of s(n; f) to f does not imply that ^ 
IX’:,, IkfW)l = o(n). F or example, s(~I, cp,) (cf. Remark 5.4.4) is uniformly 
convergent for c( --I =u> 1, and qXELip(cc, x)cLip(u-‘,u). However, 
x’:, Ikcj,(k)l =x.9 k’ 2-1,u= o(n) only if u -=z 2. 
Now suppose in Corollary 5.5.2 that we strengthen the hypothesis of 
dyadic continuity to the assumption that o,(h; ‘x, f) < Ah’L(h -I), where 
0 d T < 1 and L(t) is a slowly varying function for t + ;~j (and L(t) -+ 0 in 
case r = 0). Then virtually the same steps lead us to 1,: c(k;f)’ < 
~~~-l~‘l’~“‘~‘-“(~~);~h~ rice, by Lemma 2.4.3,x; k2c: 6 A~z~“‘~-“‘L~~“(~) 
(since ~(2 -u) < 1). Thus, since r-means increase with r, (n + I )- ’ 
C;fk lckl &4(n-“L+~))‘-“~. This inequality (and the corresponding 
inequality for trigonometric coefficients), together with standard 
estimates for Ila,(n;f) -fll, yields estimates for Ils,(n;f) -,flI (and for 
lb(K l-1 -fll ). 
In the trigonometric case the classical estimate (Bernstein) is 
Ilo(n;f) -.fll = O(K’) when f~ Lip(a, 3~) (0 <U < 1); see [25, p. 911. 
Zygmund’s refinement of this [25, p. 913 implies (via the fact [13] that 
every slowly varying function is asymptotic to a quasi-monotonic function) 
that Ila(n;f)-fll = O(K”L(n)) if f is 2x-periodic and o(h; a;,f) = 
O(h”L(h -I)) (0 d c1< 1). Yano [23] proved the Walsh analog of Bernstein’s 
estimate; and it is not difficult to modify Yano’s proof (Lemma 2.2.1(v) 
is required) to demonstrate that if f is l-periodic and ~~(h; ‘x;,.f) = 
O(h”L(h -I)), then Ila,(n; f) -fll = O(n -“L(n)). 
Thus we obtain (from the case x = 0) 
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THEOREM 5.6.3. (a) For 16pc2,J’~ Lip,(p--‘, p) and o,(h; ;rs,f’)= 
O(L.(h--I)) imp!,, that Il.f’-s,,(n;.f‘)II GAA(L(~))‘~“~. 
(b) The corresponding result fi)r trigonometric sums is calid. 
Remark 5.6.4. (i) There are, of course, similar estimates when x > 0 
for trigonometric series or for Walsh series, but they are weaker than those 
obtained from Bernstein’s theorem or Yano’s theorem combined with the 
classjcal Lebesgue bounds Il.f- s(n;f’)II 6 AZ?,,(f) log n < A IIf- a(n;f)ll 
log n or Il.f- s,,(n;J‘)jl 6 .A lI.f- o,,(n;J‘)/l log n, respectively. (See [25, 
p. 1201 for the former inequality; the latter follows similarly in virtue of 
Fine’s O(log n) estimate for the Lebesgue constants of the Walsh system 
[6, p. 3741.) However. the estimates of Theorem 5.6.3, wherein we take, 
e.g., L(n) A (log n) h with 0 < h < 2,/p, are better than those obtained from 
the Lebesgue bounds; and the advantage of the estimates of Theorem 5.6.3 
is only enhanced if L(n) is specified as a function that approaches zero 
more slowly than (log n) mh. 
(ii) For trigonometric series and 2x-periodic functions of finite 
p-variation there is a relined estimate due to Stechkin [ 191 and Oskolkov 
C171, II./-s(n;.f)lI d Ao(n ‘; ~;.f) llogw(n-‘; ,~;;.f’)l. This seems to be 
beyond our simplistic methods. (However, their theorems, though more 
general than stated here, do not apply (as Theorem 5.6.3(b) does) to the 
trigonometric Fourier series of a function such as the function jj described 
in Remark 5.7.1( ii).) Allied estimates of a different kind are considered 
in [22]. 
5.7. Suppose A = {&I: is nondecreasing and C i; ’ = #x’. For p > 1 we 
shall describe a continuous l-periodic function g that belongs to 
Lip,(p- ‘, p) and Lip(p ‘, p) but does not have finite dyadic /l-variation 
(see Remark 5.6.2(i)). By Abel’s theorem (2.3) there exists {ok); JO such 
that 1 a,l;’ = ‘m. Let a, = 0. We may suppose A, = 1 and a, < $ (this will 
make Ig(.u)l < i). We define g(2-“) k ( - 1 )“a,,, and g(.u) to be linear for 
2P”P’<.s<2P”. Since ~~,~‘lfl(Z(l,r+l);g)=CL,~‘(a,,+a,.+,)=~~, g 
does not have finite dyadic n-variation. 
To estimate Q,(h; p; g), suppose 2 ~’ ’ < h < 2 ‘; so Q$(h; p; g) = 
l: (g(.u i lz)-g(.~)lpd.~=I~-‘+s:~, G I, +I,. Evidently, I,~2~‘<2h. 
As to II, note that the slope of g on [2 mk ~‘, 2-k] is f(a, +ak+ l)2k+‘. 
Since [6, p. 3781 1(x i /I)-.\-I 6 k, when 2Pk ’ d.r< 2 ’ then 
(g(x 4 h)-g(s)1 6 (a, + ak+l)2kf’h < (ak + ak+l)2kPv+‘. Thus 
J;:fm, Ig(x $ h) - g(s)l” duy < 2p’k-p+“2 ~k-1 = 2P-‘2k’p-‘)2-v, So, 
sincep> 1, Z,=~~~bJ:I:-1<2C~ ‘(~~.=:2’p~“k)2~~~~Ap2’P~“‘2.“P= 
A,2 -“. Hence, by the choice of V, Zz < A,h. Thus gE Lip,(p ~~ ‘, p); and the 
argument also shows that g E Lip( pP ‘, p). Clearly, the periodic extension 
of g is continuous on [w. 
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Remark 57.1. (i) For any specified p , {ak} can evidently (i.e., without 
appealing to results from [ 161) be chosen so that V,,(p; g) = ‘x. 
(ii) Clearly ~(2 -“; YJ; g) z a, + , + ak. By replacing ak by a suitable 
d, > ak such that tik 10 we can therefore obtain a function 2 E Lip( p ‘, p) 
which has infinite A-variation and for which o(11; x; g) decreases as slowly 
as we wish when k + O+. This is relevant to the scope of Theorem 5.6.3(b) 
(cf. Remark 5.6.4(ii)). 
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